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on the moon, sentinel prime engages decepticon leader megatron, who is in his "old" form. after megatron's defeat, sentinel prime is saved by the autobot leader, optimus prime, who is now in his "young" form. optimus, sentinel, and his army then engage decepticon leader starscream,
who is in his "starscream" form. optimus, sentinel, and starscream fight each other to the end. optimus prime is eventually defeated and explodes, leaving sentinel prime to die when starscream shoots him into his ship. the ending, which is quite similar to the one in the first movie,

shows the earth in flames, and optimus prime, jetfire, bumblebee and starscream on earth. the autobots remain on the moon. the scene then zooms out to see starscream on a planet, where he orders the planet's history to be rewritten so that the humans never lived on earth (even
though there's proof that the humans once lived on earth in ancient texts). the decepticons continue fighting in space until they are all defeated. optimus prime returns to life and uses his speech synthesizer to congratulate all the autobots and decepticons for their victory. then he says,

"the humans won..with the autobots as their champion." in the final scene, optimus prime and his army return to earth. optimus prime then speaks into his communicator, saying, "please relay to our friends on earth, that the future is their's to make." he starts to leave, and then he
turns around and looks at the earth and says, "see you in the future." the view then switches to the movie's beginning. its also possible to use a large number of tcp/ip servers and ipv6 servers to create a real-time interactive broadcast system to deliver a huge videomobile tv service.

ace stream is building an interactive p2ptv service that could possibly be integrated with google tv, xbox 360 kinect and other real-time-interactive streaming technology. 5ec8ef588b
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